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Abstract
A measurement of jet substructure observables is presented using tt events in the
lepton+jets channel from proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV recorded by the
CMS experiment at the LHC, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb−1.
Multiple jet substructure observables are measured for jets identified as bottom, light-
quark, and gluon jets, as well as for inclusive jets (no flavor information). The results
are unfolded to the particle level and compared to next-to-leading-order predictions
from POWHEG interfaced with the parton shower generators PYTHIA 8 and HERWIG 7,
as well as from SHERPA 2 and DIRE 2. A value of the strong coupling at the Z boson
mass, αS(mZ) = 0.115+0.015−0.013, is extracted from the substructure data at leading-order
plus leading-log accuracy.
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The confinement property of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) renders isolated quarks and
gluons unobservable. Instead, strongly interacting partons produced in high-energy hadron-
hadron collisions initiate a cascade of lower-energy quarks and gluons that eventually hadronize
into a jet composed of colorless hadrons. Monte Carlo (MC) event generators [1] describe rea-
sonably well both the perturbative cascade, dominated by soft gluon emissions and collinear
parton splittings, as well as the final hadronization (via nonperturbative string or cluster mod-
els at the end of the parton shower below some cutoff scale of the order of 1 GeV). The details
of the perturbative radiation phase have been studied at previous colliders (Tevatron [2–4],
HERA [5–7]), and the various parameters of the parton fragmentation models have been tuned
to match jet data from e+e− collisions, collected mostly at LEP [8–13] and SLC [14, 15].
Precise measurements of jet properties at the LHC allow improvements in the experimental
techniques and theoretical predictions for heavy-quark/light-quark/gluon discrimination, as
well as in the identification of merged jets from Lorentz-boosted heavy particle decays [16, 17].
They also give information about the limits and applicability of the current parton shower and
fragmentation models in the gluon-dominated environment of proton-proton (pp) collisions,
rather than the quark-dominated one, as in the e+e− case [18]. In addition, jet substructure
studies test QCD in the infrared- and/or collinear-safe limits where recent calculations [19] pro-
vide analytical predictions with increasingly accurate higher-order corrections, including, e.g.,
up to next-to-leading-order (NLO) terms [20], and beyond next-to-leading-logarithmic (NLL)
resummations [21] for some observables.
Jet shapes and substructure have been measured in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV by the AT-
LAS Collaboration in dijet events [22, 23], and by the CMS Collaboration in dijet and W/Z+jet
events [24]. Furthermore, jet substructure was measured in dijet events at 8 TeV by CMS [25]
and at 13 TeV by ATLAS [26] and CMS [27]. Measurements of jet shapes have also been carried
out by ATLAS using events containing top quark-antiquark (tt) pairs at 7 TeV [28], exploiting
for the first time the possibility of comparing the properties of bottom and light-quark jets from
the top quark decays. The mass distribution of boosted top quark candidates was measured by
CMS at 8 TeV [29].
The analysis presented here uses jet samples obtained from fully resolved tt lepton+jets events,
where one of the W bosons decays to a charged lepton (electron or muon) and the correspond-
ing neutrino, while the other W boson decays to quarks, yielding two separate jets. Various
jet substructure observables are measured in order to characterize the jet evolution, such as
generalized angularities, eccentricity, groomed momentum fraction, N -subjettiness ratios, and
energy correlation functions. For comparison with theory predictions, the measured distribu-
tions are corrected for detector effects, unfolding them to the particle level that is defined using
stable particles with decay length larger than 10 mm.
The measurements are performed using data recorded at
√
s = 13 TeV by the CMS detector
described in Section 2. Section 3 contains details of the data and simulated samples. Events
are reconstructed and selected using the algorithms described in Section 4. The unfolding to
the particle-level of the observables of interest and their associated systematic uncertainties
are described in Section 5. The jet substructure variables under investigation are defined and
the results presented in Section 6. The tt lepton+jets topology allows for sorting the jets into
samples enriched in bottom quarks, light quarks from the W boson decays, or gluons stem-
ming from initial-state radiation (ISR), as discussed in Section 7. The correlation between jet
substructure observables, and their level of agreement to different MC predictions are studied
in Section 8. Finally, an extraction of the strong coupling from jet substructure observables is
2presented in Section 9.
2 The CMS detector
The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal diame-
ter, providing a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume are a silicon pixel and strip
tracker, a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass and scintilla-
tor hadron calorimeter (HCAL), each composed of a barrel and two endcap sections. Forward
calorimeters extend the pseudorapidity (η) coverage provided by the barrel and endcap detec-
tors. Muons are detected in gas-ionization chambers embedded in the steel flux-return yoke
outside the solenoid. Events of interest are selected using a two-tiered trigger system [30]. The
first level (L1), composed of custom hardware processors, uses information from the calorime-
ters and muon detectors to select events at a rate of around 100 kHz within a time interval of
less than 4 µs. The second level, known as the high-level trigger (HLT), consists of a farm of
processors running a version of the full event reconstruction software optimized for fast pro-
cessing, and reduces the event rate to around 1 kHz before data storage.
A more detailed description of the CMS detector, together with a definition of the coordinate
system used and the relevant kinematic variables, can be found in Ref. [31].
3 Data and simulated samples
The measurements presented in this paper are based on pp collision data recorded by the CMS
experiment during the 2016 run at
√
s = 13 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
35.9 fb−1. The average number of pp interactions per bunch crossing is 〈µ〉 = 27.
The tt signal process is simulated with the POWHEG v2 [32–35] matrix-element (ME) generator
at NLO accuracy with a top quark mass value mt = 172.5 GeV. The tt samples are normal-
ized to the cross section calculated at next-to-next-to-leading order [36]. The tt+W, tt+Z, WZ,
W+jets, and ZZ→2`2q (where ` denotes a lepton) background processes are generated at NLO
using MADGRAPH5 aMC@NLO v2.2.2 [37] with the FxFx merging scheme [38] for the jets from
the ME generator and the parton shower. The Drell–Yan background is computed at leading
order (LO) with the MLM merging prescription [39]. The WW, ZZ→2`2ν, and tW backgrounds
are generated with POWHEG v2 [40, 41], while single top quark t-channel production is simu-
lated using POWHEG v2 [42] complemented with MADSPIN [43, 44]. QCD multijet background
events are generated with PYTHIA v8.219 [45]. The NNPDF3.0 NLO [46] set of parton distribu-
tion functions (PDFs), and the strong coupling αS(mZ) = 0.118 are used in the ME calculations.
The ME generators are interfaced with PYTHIA 8 for parton shower, hadronization, and under-
lying multiparton interactions (MPI). PYTHIA 8 implements a dipole shower ordered in trans-
verse momentum (pT), with ME corrections [47] for the leading emissions in the top quark
and W boson decays. The hadronization of quarks and gluons into final hadrons is described
by the Lund string model [48, 49], with the Bowler–Lund fragmentation function for heavy
quarks [50]. The CUETP8M2 tune, taking into account tt jet multiplicity data [51], is used for
the tt signal and the single top quark background, while the CUETP8M1 tune [52] is used for
the remaining processes. Additional tt samples were generated with parameter variations to
estimate systematic uncertainties (Section 5), as well as with POWHEG interfaced with HER-
WIG++ v2.7.1 [53]. In HERWIG++, the parton shower follows angular-ordered radiation [54],
and the hadronization is described by the cluster model [55].
The generated events are processed with the CMS detector simulation based on GEANT4 [56].
3Table 1: Overview of the theoretical accuracy and αFSRS (mZ) settings of the generator setups
used for predicting the jet substructure. The acronym “nLL” stands for approximate next-to-
leading-log accuracy.
POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 POWHEG + SHERPA 2 DIRE 2
FSR-down Nominal FSR-up HERWIG 7
tt production NLO NLO NLO NLO NLO LO
t/W decay NLO NLO NLO NLO LO LO
Decay emission LO LO LO LO LL nLL
Shower accuracy LL LL LL LL LL nLL
αFSRS (mZ) 0.1224 0.1365 0.1543 0.1262 0.118 0.1201
Evolution One-loop One-loop One-loop Two-loop Two-loop Two-loop
Scheme MS MS MS MS CMW MS
Additional pp interactions in the same bunch crossing (pileup) are taken into account by adding
detector hits of simulated minimum-bias events before event reconstruction. The simulation is
weighted to reproduce the pileup conditions observed in the data. The simulated events are
also corrected for the difference in performance between data and simulation of the trigger
paths as well as in lepton identification and isolation efficiencies with scale factors depending
on pT and η. The simulated tracking efficiency is corrected with scale factors that depend on
the track η.
Additional predictions are generated without detector simulation for comparisons at the parti-
cle level. POWHEG v2 is interfaced with HERWIG v7.1.1 [57] using the angular-ordered shower.
In addition, a prediction from SHERPA v2.2.4 [58] with MC@NLO [59] corrections is included.
The parton shower in SHERPA 2 is based on the Catani–Seymour dipole factorization [60], and
hadrons are formed by a modified cluster hadronization model [61]. The parton shower predic-
tions from PYTHIA 8, HERWIG 7 and SHERPA 2 have leading-log (LL) accuracy, with the option
to use Catani–Marchesini–Webber (CMW) rescaling of αS to account for next-to-leading correc-
tions to soft gluon emissions [62]. Events are also generated with DIRE v2.002 [63], a dipole-like
parton shower ordered in (soft) pT available as a plugin for PYTHIA 8. DIRE 2 includes two-
and three-loop cusp effects for soft emissions and partial NLO collinear evolution [64, 65], de-
noted nLL accuracy hereafter. The values of the QCD coupling in the final-state radiation (FSR)
showers, αFSRS (mZ), are summarized in Table 1. They are obtained from tuning the generator to
LEP data using its default settings, with the exception of SHERPA 2, where the αS(mZ) is cho-
sen to be consistent between ME calculation and parton shower. The PYTHIA 8 and SHERPA 2
generators apply a model where the MPIs are interleaved with parton showering [66], while
HERWIG 7 models the overlap between the colliding protons through a Fourier transform of the
electromagnetic form factor, which plays the role of an effective inverse proton radius [67–70].
Depending on the amount of proton overlap, the contribution of generated MPIs varies in the
simulation. The MPI parameters of all generators are tuned to measurements in pp collisions
at the LHC [52].
4 Event reconstruction and selection
The particle-flow (PF) event algorithm [71] aims to reconstruct and identify each individual
particle in an event with an optimized combination of information from the various elements
of the CMS detector. The energy of photons is directly obtained from the ECAL measurement,
corrected for zero-suppression effects. The energy of electrons is determined from a combina-
4tion of the electron momentum at the primary interaction vertex as determined by the tracker,
the energy of the corresponding ECAL cluster, and the energy sum of all bremsstrahlung pho-
tons spatially compatible with originating from the electron track. The energy of muons is
obtained from the curvature of the corresponding track. The energy of charged hadrons is de-
termined from a combination of their momentum measured in the tracker and the matching
ECAL and HCAL energy deposits, corrected for zero-suppression effects and for the response
function of the calorimeters to hadronic showers. Finally, the energy of neutral hadrons is
obtained from the corresponding corrected ECAL and HCAL energies.
For each event, hadronic jets are clustered from these reconstructed particles using the infrared-
and collinear-safe anti-kT algorithm [72] with a distance parameter R = 0.4, as implemented in
FASTJET 3.1 [73]. The jet momentum is determined as the vectorial sum of all particle momenta
in this jet, and is found in the simulation to agree with the true jet momentum within 5 to
10% over the whole pT spectrum and detector acceptance. Jet energy corrections are derived
from the simulation, and are confirmed with in situ measurements of the energy balance in
dijet, multijet, photon+jet, and leptonically-decaying Z+jet events. The jet energy resolution
amounts typically to 15% at 10 GeV, 8% at 100 GeV, and 4% at 1 TeV [74].
The event selection is based on the tt lepton+jets decay topology, where data samples are col-
lected using electron or muon triggers with a pT threshold of 32 or 24 GeV, respectively. In the
offline selection, the relative isolation of electrons (muons) is defined as the scalar sum of PF
candidates pT within a cone of ∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 = 0.3 (0.4) (where ∆η and ∆φ are the
separations in pseudorapidity and azimuth (in radians) of lepton and PF candidate) around the
lepton direction, divided by the lepton pT, and is required to be smaller than 0.06 (0.15). Lep-
tons have to fulfill tight identification criteria, taking into account track properties and energy
deposits, based on their expected signature in the detector. Exactly one isolated lepton (electron
or muon) is required, having pT > 34 (26)GeV and |η| < 2.1 (2.4) for electrons (muons) [75, 76].
The event is not selected in the presence of a second loosely-identified lepton with pT > 15 GeV
and |η| < 2.4, in order to suppress Drell–Yan and tt dilepton events. Furthermore, the events
are required to contain at least four jets with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.5, of which at least two
are required to be b-tagged. The Combined Secondary Vertex (CSVv2) b tagging algorithm is
used at a working point, which has a mean efficiency of 63% for the correct identification of a
bottom jet and a probability of 0.9% for misidentifying light-flavor (uds or gluon) jets, and 12%
for charm jets in a tt sample [77, 78]. Finally, at least two untagged jets are required to yield a
W boson candidate with an invariant mass satisfying |mjj − 80.4 GeV| < 15 GeV, and these jets
are composing the light-quark-enriched jet sample. Events with no (one) W boson candidate
contain no (two) light-quark-enriched jets. Events are allowed to contain more than one W
boson candidate, leading to more than two jets associated to the light-quark-enriched sample.
The number of events selected in data is 287 239, with 285 000± 38 000 expected. The selected
sample is composed of 93.8% tt events as estimated from simulation. The multiplicities of
bottom-quark jets and untagged jets compatible with W boson candidates at the reconstructed
level are presented in Fig. 1 and show good agreement between data and MC prediction.
At the particle level in simulated events, the unfolded jet observables are defined in a phase
space region described hereafter. More details about the algorithms and relevant studies can
be found in Ref. [79]. Leptons are required to be prompt (i.e., not from hadron decays), and the
momenta of prompt photons located within a cone of radius ∆R = 0.1 are added to the lepton
momentum to account for FSR, referred to as “dressing”. Exactly one lepton with pT > 26 GeV
and |η| < 2.4 is required, while events containing additional dressed leptons fulfilling looser
kinematic criteria (pT > 15 GeV, |η| < 2.4) are rejected. Jets are clustered from stable particles
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Figure 1: Multiplicity of b-tagged jets in events with exactly one isolated lepton and four jets
(left), and multiplicity of untagged jets yielding a W boson candidate with |mjj − 80.4 GeV| <
15 GeV after requiring two b-tagged jets (right). These reconstruction-level plots show the sum
of the expected contributions from each process (stacked histograms) compared to the data
points (upper panels), and the ratio of the MC prediction (POWHEG + PYTHIA 8) to the data
(lower panels) where the black shaded band represents the statistical uncertainty on the data.
The systematic uncertainties on the MC prediction are represented by hatched areas, taking
into account either the total uncertainty or shape variations only.
rameter R = 0.4. At least four jets with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.5 are required. In order to
identify the jet flavor at particle level, decayed heavy hadrons are included in the jet clustering
after scaling their momenta by 10−20 (known as “ghost” tagging [80]). A jet is identified as
a bottom jet when it contains at least one bottom hadron, and two b-tagged jets are required
in the event. At least one pair of untagged jet candidates needs to fulfill the W boson mass
constraint |mjj − 80.4 GeV| < 15 GeV. The pT distributions at the particle level are shown in
Fig. 2 for different MC generators and different jet flavor samples (cf. Section 7 for the flavor
definitions).
5 Unfolding and systematic uncertainties
All jet substructure distributions described in the following sections are unfolded to the par-
ticle level. Unregularized unfolding as implemented in the TUNFOLD package [81] is used
to correct the background-subtracted data distributions to the particle level by minimizing
χ2 = (y− Kλ)TV−1yy (y− Kλ), where K is the particle-to-reconstructed phase space migration
matrix, Vyy is an estimate of the covariance of the observations y, and λ is the particle level
expectation. The binning of the migration matrix takes into account the resolution of the ob-
servables. We define purity as the fraction of reconstructed events that are generated in the
same bin, and stability as the fraction of generated events that are reconstructed in the same
bin, divided by the overall reconstruction efficiency per bin. Both quantities are ≥ 50% in most
bins. In each bin the fractional contribution of jets from tt events that pass selection criteria at
detector- but not at particle-level is subtracted. The unfolded distributions are normalized to
unity within the chosen axis range, i.e., the overflow is discarded. Pseudo-experiments are con-
ducted by unfolding pseudo-data distributions sampled from simulated tt events and confirm



























































































































































Figure 2: Transverse momentum distribution at the particle level for inclusive jets (upper left),
bottom-quark jets (upper right), light-quark-enriched jets (lower left), and gluon-enriched jets
(lower right). The sub-panels show the corresponding ratios of the different MC predictions
over POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 (PP8).
7uncertainties.
While the central result is unfolded using POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 with the nominal data-to-
simulation correction factors, systematic uncertainties are assessed by using migration matrices
obtained from alternative samples and systematic variations of the correction factors used in
this analysis. The uncertainty in the number of pileup events is estimated by changing the
total inelastic pp cross section by±5% [82]. The data-to-simulation scale factors for lepton trig-
ger and selection efficiencies are varied within their uncertainties. The energy scale of jets is
varied within its uncertainty, as a function of the jet pT, η, and flavor, as well as the jet resolu-
tion, depending on its η. The b tagging efficiency and misidentification probabilities are varied
within their uncertainties. A data-to-simulation tracking efficiency scale factor is determined
as a function of η for charged pions. An uncertainty of 3–6% is assigned to the tracking scale
factor, assumed to be correlated across run periods and detector regions, resulting in a global
up or down variation. The cross sections of the most important backgrounds contributions
are scaled within their uncertainties: 5% for single top quark [83–86], 10% for W + 1 jet, and
33% for W + 2 jets [37, 38] processes. We assume an uncertainty of 100% on the QCD multijet
background predicted by the MC.
The uncertainties in the modeling of the tt lepton+jets signal are estimated using migration ma-
trices derived from fully simulated samples with the following variations. The renormalization
and factorization scales in the ME calculation are varied by factors of 0.5 and 2.0 using weights.
CT14 (NLO) [87] and MMHT2014 (NLO) [88] are used as alternative PDF sets. The scales for
ISR and FSR in the parton shower are varied independently by factors of 0.5 and 2.0 with re-
spect to their default values. The hdamp parameter regulating the real emissions in POWHEG is
varied from its central value of 1.58mt using samples with hdamp set to 0.99mt and 2.24mt, as
obtained from tuning to tt data at
√
s = 8 TeV [51]. Additional samples are generated with the
MPI tune varied within its uncertainties. For estimating the uncertainty due to color reconnec-
tion (CR), we consider the difference between including and excluding (default) the top quark
decay products in the default model which fuses the color flow of different systems to mini-
mize the total color string length [66]. Two additional models are taken into account, including
the top quark decay products: a new model respecting QCD color rules [89], and the gluon
move scheme [90] for minimizing the total string length. An additional sample is generated
using POWHEG interfaced with HERWIG++ for testing an alternative model of parton shower,
hadronization, MPI, and CR. The b fragmentation function is varied to cover e+e− data at the Z
pole [10, 15, 91, 92] with the Bowler–Lund [50] and the Peterson [93] parametrizations. Semilep-
tonic branching fractions of b hadrons are varied within their measured values [94]. The top
quark mass is measured by CMS with an uncertainty of ±0.49 GeV [95] and samples in this
analysis are generated with ±1 GeV in order to estimate its impact on the jet substructure mea-
surements. The pT distribution of the top quark was found to be in disagreement with NLO
predictions by recent CMS measurements at
√
s = 13 TeV [96, 97]. Therefore, the full data-to-
simulation difference in the top quark pT distribution is taken as an uncertainty. The effects of
the most important systematic uncertainties on selected observables (cf. Sections 6 and 8) are
shown in Fig. 3. The uncertainties from the FSR modeling are shown to be significantly smaller
than the respective full effect of the variations at the particle level, demonstrating the stabil-
ity of the unfolded measurement against the MC model used for constructing the migration
matrices.
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Figure 3: Systematic uncertainties for the charged multiplicity λ00 (N) (upper left), jet eccen-
tricity ε (upper right), groomed momentum fraction zg (lower left), and angle between the
groomed subjets ∆Rg (lower right). The uncertainties from FSR and HERWIG (open markers)
are compared to the full effect of these variations at the particle level (open markers with lines).
6 Jet substructure observables
Jets are selected for further analysis if they satisfy pT > 30 GeV, |η| < 2.0, so that jets with
R = 0.4 are completely contained within the tracker acceptance |η| < 2.5. Furthermore, jets
are required to be separated in η–φ space by ∆R(jj) > 0.8 to avoid overlap. The jet substruc-
ture observables are calculated from the jet constituents with pT > 1 GeV, so as to avoid the
rapid decrease (increase) in tracking efficiency (misidentification rate) below 1 GeV [98]. We
present our results either with all (charged+neutral) particles, or with only charged particles if
the resolution on the variable reconstructed from both charged+neutral particles is poor. The
whole set of jet results obtained from charged and charged+neutral particles is available in the
HEPDATA database [99, 100]. Hereafter, a variety of jet substructure observables are presented
for the inclusive set of jets. Individual jet flavor-tagged results are shown in Section 7.
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Figure 4: Charged particle multiplicity λ00 (N) at the reconstructed level after full event selec-
tion. The lower panel shows the ratio of the MC prediction (POWHEG + PYTHIA 8) to the data
(lower panels) where the black shaded band represents the statistical uncertainty on the data.
The systematic uncertainties on the MC prediction are represented by hatched areas, taking
into account either the total uncertainty or shape variations only.
6.1 Generalized angularities









where zi = piT/∑j p
j
T is the pT fraction carried by the particle i inside the jet, ∆R (i, nˆr) is its
separation in η–φ space from the jet axis nˆr, R = 0.4 is the distance parameter used for the jet
clustering, and κ and β are positive real exponents of the energy and angular weighting factors.
The recoil-free jet axis nˆr [102] is calculated with the “winner-takes-all” (WTA) recombination
scheme [103] mitigating the impact of soft radiation. Angularities with κ = 1 are infrared- and
collinear- (IRC) safe, while those with κ 6= 1 are IRC-unsafe (but “Sudakov” safe) [104]. With
the exception of λ00, at least two selected particles are required in the jet in order to construct
these observables.
The particle multiplicity λ00 is neither infrared-, nor collinear-safe, as its value is changed by ad-
ditional soft emissions and/or collinear splitting of partons. In this analysis, λ00 = N (charged)
is the number of charged jet constituents passing the particle pT threshold of 1 GeV and is
shown at the reconstructed level in Fig. 4 and normalized and unfolded to the particle level in
Fig. 5. In general, the MC generators predict a higher (integrated) charged particle multiplicity
than seen in the data but the SHERPA 2 and DIRE 2 predictions achieve a fair agreement. An
improved agreement could be achieved by including this or similar data in the tuning of the
parton showering and hadronization [105, 106].
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Figure 5: Charged particle multiplicity λ00 (N) normalized and unfolded to the particle level, for
inclusive jets. Data (points) are compared to different MC predictions (upper), and as MC/data
ratios (lower). The hatched and shaded bands represent the statistical and total uncertainties,
respectively.
that ensures pd,∗T → 0 when the pT is equally distributed over all jet constituents, irrespective
of their number, and pd,∗T → 1 when most of the jet momentum is carried by a single particle.
The scaled pT dispersion is shown in Fig. 6 (left) compared to the MC predictions.
The “Les Houches angularity” (LHA) λ10.5 variable, a quantity proposed for quark-gluon dis-
crimination [108], is well described by most available MC programs (Fig. 6, right). The high
αFSRS (mZ) value associated with the PYTHIA 8 FSR-up setting is disfavored.
The jet width λ11, closely related to the jet broadening [109–111], is shown in Fig. 7 (left).
The data favors the FSR-down variation (αFSRS (mZ) = 0.1224) for PYTHIA 8. The jet thrust
λ12 ' m2/E2 [112] is shown in Fig. 7 (right). The nominal settings of POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 and
POWHEG + HERWIG 7 provide a good reproduction of the data.
For completeness, Fig. 8 shows the jet width and thrust distributions obtained using charged+neutral
particles in the jet reconstruction. The comparison to the MC confirms the conclusions extracted
with the charged particle-only jet reconstruction seen in Fig. 7.
6.2 Eccentricity
The eccentricity [113] is calculated as ε = 1− vmin/vmax, where v are the eigenvalues of the
energy-weighted covariance matrix M of the ∆η and ∆φ distances between the jet constituents











A jet perfectly circular in η–φ would result in ε = 0, while an elliptical jet gives a value ε → 1.
At least four particles are required in the jet to calculate the eccentricity. As shown in Fig. 9, the
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Figure 6: Distributions of the scaled pT dispersion (λ2∗0 , left) and Les Houches angularity (λ
1
0.5,
right), unfolded to the particle level, for inclusive jets reconstructed with charged particles.
Data (points) are compared to different MC predictions (upper), and as MC/data ratios (lower).
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Figure 7: Distributions of the jet width (λ11, left) and thrust (λ
1
2, right), unfolded to the particle
level, for inclusive jets reconstructed with charged particles. Data (points) are compared to
different MC predictions (upper), and as MC/data ratios (lower). The hatched and shaded
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Figure 8: Distributions of the jet width (λ11, left) and thrust (λ
1
2, right), unfolded to the particle
level, for inclusive jets reconstructed with charged+neutral particles. Data (points) are com-
pared to different MC predictions (upper), and as MC/data ratios (lower). The hatched and
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Figure 9: Distribution of the eccentricity ε, unfolded to the particle level, for inclusive jets
reconstructed with charged particles. Data (points) are compared to different MC predictions
(upper), and as MC/data ratios (lower). The hatched and shaded bands represent the statistical
and total uncertainties, respectively.
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6.3 Soft-drop observables
The constituents of each individual jet are first reclustered using the Cambridge–Aachen algo-
rithm [114, 115]. The “soft-drop” (SD) algorithm [116] is then applied to remove soft, wide-
angle radiation from the jet. Using the angular exponent β = 0, the soft cutoff threshold
zcut = 0.1, and the characteristic parameter R0 = 0.4, the SD algorithm behaves like the “modi-
fied mass drop tagger” [117]. At least two particles are required in the jet to perform soft-drop
declustering.
After removing soft radiation, the groomed momentum fraction is defined as zg = pT (j2) /pT (j0)
of the last declustering iteration j0 → j1 + j2, where j2 is the softer subjet. Such a quantity is
closely related to the QCD splitting function [118], and does not depend on the value of αS. Re-
cently, uncorrected jet SD measurements were presented for pp collisions at 7 TeV from CMS
Open Data [118], as well as in PbPb collisions at 5 TeV [119]. This analysis presents, for the first
time, unfolded zg distributions, shown in Fig. 10 (left). The data-model agreement is especially
good for the angular-ordered shower of HERWIG 7. The angle between two groomed subjets j1
and j2, ∆Rg, is related to the jet width but also to the groomed jet area which in turn is relevant
for the pileup sensitivity of the algorithm [116]. Its measured distribution is shown in Fig. 11
for both charged and charged+neutral particles, and depends strongly on the amount of FSR.
A soft-drop multiplicity [120], nSD, can be defined as the number of branchings in the declus-







In contrast to the particle multiplicity N, nSD is IRC-safe for a vast range of parameter settings,
e.g., for the one used in this analysis: zcut = 0.007, β = −1, θcut = 0. As shown in Fig. 10
(right), the measured data distribution is higher (lower) in the data than in the MC predictions
at small (large) nSD values, a behavior similar to that observed for the charged multiplicity λ00
(N) in Fig. 5.
6.4 N -subjettiness
The N -subjettiness τN variable is constructed by first finding exactly N subjet seed axes using
the exclusive kT clustering algorithm [121] and the WTA recombination scheme. Starting from
these seed axes, a local minimum of τN is found, where τN is calculated by summing over all
particles belonging to a jet the particle pT weighted by their radial distance to the nearest of the






pT,i min {(∆R1,i) , (∆R2,i) , . . . , (∆RN ,i)} , (5)
with a normalization factor
d0 =∑
i
pT,i (R0) , (6)
assuming the original jet distance parameter R0 = 0.4.
The N -subjettiness ratios τNM = τN/τM, defined in [122, 123], were shown to be especially
useful for distinguishing jets with N orM subjets. In this analysis, τ21, τ32, and τ43 are mea-
sured, which are frequently used in the identification of heavy Lorentz-boosted objects. At
least N + 1 particles are required in the jet to calculate these observables. As shown in Figs. 12
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Figure 10: Distributions of the groomed momentum fraction zg (left) and the soft-drop multi-
plicity nSD (right), unfolded to the particle level, for inclusive jets reconstructed with charged
particles. Data (points) are compared to different MC predictions (upper), and as MC/data
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Figure 11: Distributions of the angle between the groomed subjets ∆Rg, unfolded to the particle
level, for inclusive jets reconstructed with charged (left) and charged+neutral particles (right).
Data (points) are compared to different MC predictions (upper), and as MC/data ratios (lower).
The hatched and shaded bands represent the statistical and total uncertainties, respectively.
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Figure 12: Distributions of the N -subjettiness ratios τ21 (left) and τ32 (right), unfolded to the
particle level, for inclusive jets reconstructed with charged particles. Data (points) are com-
pared to different MC predictions (upper), and as MC/data ratios (lower). The hatched and
shaded bands represent the statistical and total uncertainties, respectively.
predicted by the MC programs. While the expectation from boosted object studies is that N -
prong (M-prong) jets acquire a lower (higher) value of τNM, the behavior of τNM in a resolved
topology seems to be mainly driven by the particle multiplicity.
6.5 Energy correlation functions
The N -point energy correlation double ratios C(β)N [124] are defined as
C(β)N =
ECF (N + 1, β)ECF (N − 1, β)
ECF (N , β)2 , (7)
where














and the sum runs over the constituents i of the jet j with their pT product being multiplied
with the pairwise distances ∆Ribic in η–φ space. Each CN is sensitive to the (N − 1)-prong
substructure of the jet, while the angular exponent β adjusts the sensitivity to near-collinear
splittings. At least N + 1 particles are required in the jet to calculate these observables. In
this analysis, parameter values N = {1, 2, 3} and β = {0, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2} are investigated. The
distributions for each N and β = {0, 1} are shown in Figs. 14–16. For β > 0 the observable
is IRC-safe and the data are better described by the MC generators than for β = 0. Many
observables of this family show significant differences between the jet flavors, as shown later
in Fig. 19 (bottom, right).
More recently, the Mi and Ni series observables [125] were proposed as the following ratios of
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Figure 13: Distributions of the N -subjettiness ratio τ43, unfolded to the particle level, for inclu-
sive jets reconstructed with charged (left) and charged+neutral particles (right). Data (points)
are compared to different MC predictions (upper), and as MC/data ratios (lower). The hatched
















and the sum runs over all particles i in the jet j with pT fractions zi, min(m) denotes the m-th
smallest angular distance, n is the number of particles to be correlated, v denotes the number
of pairwise angles entering the product, and β is the angular exponent. The observables are
Lorentz invariant under boosts along the jet axis and IRC-safe for β > 0. The distributions of
M2, N2, and N3 have been measured for β = {1, 2}. Figures 17 and 18 show the results for
β = 1. The POWHEG + HERWIG 7 prediction describes these data better than the other MC
generators.
7 Jet substructure for different jet flavors
All jet substructure observables have been measured not only for inclusive jets, but also for b
quark jets, and for samples enriched in light-quark or gluon jets, respectively. The flavor cate-
gories are defined as follows below. The relative contributions to the inclusive jet sample at the
particle level are obtained from the default POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 simulation with little depen-
dence on the generator. The parton flavor (quarks and gluons) is determined from the leading
pT parton that can be associated with a jet in POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 simulation. It should be
noted that the parton information is very generator-dependent and only serves for illustration
of the level of purity of the light- and gluon-enriched samples.
Bottom quark jets (44% of the inclusive jet sample)
At detector level, jets are identified as b-tagged by the CSVv2 algorithm. At particle level,
at least one b hadron is required to be clustered in the jet.
These jets originate from b quarks in more than 99% of the cases. No distinction is made
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Figure 14: Distributions of energy correlation ratios C(0)1 (upper left), C
(1)
1 (upper right), C
(0)
2
(lower left) and C(1)2 (lower right), unfolded to the particle level, for inclusive jets reconstructed
with charged particles. Data (points) are compared to different MC predictions (upper), and
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Figure 15: Distributions of energy correlation ratios C(0)1 (left) and C
(1)
1 (right), unfolded to the
particle level, for inclusive jets reconstructed with charged+neutral particles. Data (points) are
compared to different MC predictions (upper), and as MC/data ratios (lower). The hatched
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Figure 16: Distributions of energy correlation ratios C(0)3 (left) and C
(1)
3 (right), unfolded to the
particle level, for inclusive jets reconstructed with charged particles. Data (points) are com-
pared to different MC predictions (upper), and as MC/data ratios (lower). The hatched and
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Figure 17: Distributions of the energy correlation ratio M(1)2 , unfolded to the particle level,
for inclusive jets reconstructed with charged (left) or charged+neutral particles (right). Data
(points) are compared to different MC predictions (upper), and as MC/data ratios (lower). The
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Figure 18: Distribution of the energy correlation ratios N(1)2 (left) and N
(1)
3 (right), unfolded
to the particle level, for inclusive jets reconstructed with charged particles. Data (points) are
compared to different MC predictions (upper), and as MC/data ratios (lower). The hatched
and shaded bands represent the statistical and total uncertainties, respectively.
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Light-quark jets (46% of the inclusive jet sample)
Jets are assigned to the light-quark-enriched jet sample if they are not b-tagged and are
paired with another similar jet to give a W boson candidate with an invariant mass sat-
isfying |mjj − 80.4 GeV| < 15 GeV. Of these jets, 50% stem from light quarks, 21% from
charm quarks, and 29% from gluons.
Gluon jets (10% of the inclusive jet sample)
A sample enriched in gluon jets is obtained by selecting jets that are neither b-tagged
nor associated to a W boson candidate, but instead are likely to originate from ISR. This
sample is composed of jets stemming from bottom (1%), charm (11%), and light quarks
(31%), and gluons (58%).
Observables relevant for studies of quark/gluon discrimination, such as the charged multi-
plicity, scaled pT dispersion, Les Houches angularity, and the energy correlation ratio C
(1)
3 are
shown in Fig. 19 for the three exclusive jet samples. For all observables, the differences be-
tween the quark- and gluon-enriched samples do not seem to be very strong, with the energy
correlation ratio C(1)3 providing the best separation. This might be caused by the algorithmic
definition of the samples that leads to a high contamination with other partonic flavors. It is
notable that the data/MC agreement for bottom-quark jets is significantly worse than for the
light- and gluon-enriched samples, see also the χ2 tests in Section 8. Therefore, an update in the
MC parameter tuning and/or physics modeling may require flavor-dependent improvements
to match the data.
8 Compatibility tests with minimally correlated observables
The compatibility of the unfolded data and different MC predictions is tested by calculating
χ2 = ∆TC−1∆, where ∆ = (~xdata −~xMC) is the vector of measurement residuals, and C is the
total covariance matrix of the measurement, given by C = Cstat + ∑syst Csyst, with the vec-
tor/matrix entries for the first bin removed to make C invertible.
The statistical covariance matrices Cstat for the normalized distributions are obtained from
1000 pseudo-experiments per observable. For uncertainties described by a single systematic







where xnomi is the vector representing the nominal result. For uncertainties described by two
opposite shifts, the systematic covariance matrix is defined as
Csyst (i, j) =max
(













which corresponds to symmetrizing the largest observed shift in each bin.
By construction, the considered jet-substructure observables exhibit significant correlation with
each other, as shown by the pair-wise sample Pearson correlation coefficients in Figs. 20 and
21. For further analysis, it is useful to identify a subset of observables with low correlation to
each other.
A suitable subset of 4 observables is identified that have an absolute correlation of less than 30%
among each other: the charged multiplicity λ00 (N), the eccentricity ε, the groomed momentum
21
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Figure 19: Distributions of the charged multiplicity (upper left), scaled pT dispersion (λ2∗0 )
(upper right), Les Houches angularity (λ10.5) (lower left), and the energy correlation ratio C
(1)
3
(lower right), unfolded to the particle level, for jets of different flavors. The second panel shows
the corresponding ratios of the different flavors over the inclusive jets data. The sub-panels
show the ratios of the different MC predictions over the bottom, light-quark-enriched, and
gluon-enriched jet data.
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  Simulation CMS  (13 TeV)-135.9 fb
Figure 20: Correlations of the jet-substructure observables used in this analysis obtained at the
particle level.
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Figure 21: Correlations of the jet-substructure observables used in this analysis obtained at the
particle level for the set of four minimally correlated observables.
fraction zg, and the angle between the groomed subjets ∆Rg. The associated data-to-simulation
goodness-of-fit values, χ2, for these four low-correlation observables are listed in Tables 2 and
3.
Among the POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 predictions, the FSR-down setting with αFSRS (mZ) = 0.1224
shows improved agreement with data, except for zg which does not depend on the value of
αFSRS (mZ). The agreement with data is also improved by the alternative models for CR and by
the rope hadronization model [126]. The ∆Rg observable is also shown to be sensitive to the
b fragmentation function, and shows better agreement with harder fragmentation. The agree-
ment of the POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 predictions with the jet eccentricity data is poor compared to
SHERPA 2 and POWHEG + HERWIG 7, particularly. The POWHEG + HERWIG 7 generator setup
with the angular-ordered shower also provides the best description of the groomed momen-
tum fraction zg. The prediction by SHERPA 2 has an overall good agreement with the data, but
does not describe well the ∆Rg of bottom-quark jets. This might be caused by the missing ME
corrections to the radiation from the b quark in the top quark decay.
9 Extraction of the strong coupling
The value of the strong coupling preferred by the jet substructure observables can be extracted
from a comparison of the measured distributions to POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 predictions. Monte
Carlo samples were generated with αFSRS (mZ) values between 0.08 and 0.14, where higher-order
corrections to soft gluon emissions are incorporated in an effective way using 2-loop running
of the strong coupling and CMW rescaling [62]. The χ2 scan of αFSRS (mZ) for the low-correlation
observables is shown in Fig. 22. The charged multiplicity and the jet eccentricity are sensitive
to αFSRS (mZ) but are expected to be highly affected by the modeling of nonperturbative effects,
pointing to the need of tuning additional parameters. As expected, the groomed momentum
fraction zg is independent of αFSRS (mZ).
The angle between the groomed subjets, ∆Rg, is measured with high precision and the removal
of soft radiation lowers the impact of nonperturbative effects. The value of αS(mZ) can be ex-
tracted from this observable with an experimental uncertainty of ±0.001 using the b jet sample
24
Table 2: χ2 values and the numbers of degrees of freedom (ndf) for the data-to-simulation
comparison of the distributions of the four weakly-correlated jet substructure observables, λ00
(N), ε, zg, and ∆Rg, for four different jet flavors and six MC generator setups.
POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 POWHEG + SHERPA 2 DIRE 2
FSR-down Nominal FSR-up HERWIG 7
αFSRS (mZ)
0.1224 0.1365 0.1543 0.1262 0.118 0.1201
One-loop One-loop One-loop Two-loop Two-loop CMW Two-loop
Observable Flavor χ2 χ2 χ2 χ2 χ2 χ2
λ00 (N)
Inclusive 23.4 88.0 390.5 27.4 16.1 15.1
ndf = 8
Bottom 35.7 110.6 432.9 35.4 20.0 26.0
Light 7.2 12.3 53.3 24.5 13.2 24.0
Gluon 9.0 26.1 84.5 13.5 4.7 14.1
ε
Inclusive 72.6 108.8 217.6 6.3 9.4 61.6
ndf = 6
Bottom 28.2 48.7 102.9 2.1 4.8 21.7
Light 27.6 44.6 89.6 3.9 2.7 26.3
Gluon 57.0 81.3 133.4 7.5 19.7 73.6
zg
Inclusive 18.9 20.7 23.2 1.8 7.7 16.2
ndf = 4
Bottom 4.8 6.4 8.6 1.2 1.5 3.0
Light 22.0 20.7 19.5 1.3 8.9 27.6
Gluon 11.2 10.4 8.8 2.0 9.6 15.9
∆Rg
Inclusive 19.5 29.3 241.5 23.2 41.8 77.0
ndf = 10
Bottom 23.2 18.4 227.5 16.6 79.1 15.8
Light 9.3 29.3 251.0 120.1 40.2 221.6
Gluon 11.7 8.6 69.5 19.7 28.3 33.1
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Table 3: χ2 values and the numbers of degrees of freedom (ndf) for the data-to-simulation com-
parison of the distributions of the four weakly-correlated jet substructure observables, λ00 (N),
ε, zg, and ∆Rg, for four different jet flavors and seven POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 model variations.
The value of the strong coupling is αFSRS (mZ) = 0.1365 for all predictions.
Nominal CR/hadronization b fragmentation
QCD Move Rope Soft Hard Peterson
Observable Flavor χ2 χ2 χ2 χ2 χ2 χ2 χ2
λ00 (N)
Inclusive 88.0 42.1 57.0 51.6 120.7 78.5 158.7
ndf = 8
Bottom 110.6 80.1 95.7 65.4 159.3 96.4 207.6
Light 12.3 9.5 12.3 10.3 12.6 12.1 12.6
Gluon 26.1 7.4 13.0 21.5 27.4 25.5 27.5
ε
Inclusive 108.8 85.3 89.5 94.6 118.6 103.3 108.5
ndf = 6
Bottom 48.7 44.0 45.7 37.4 56.7 44.3 48.5
Light 44.6 32.1 34.5 42.0 45.7 44.0 45.4
Gluon 81.3 40.4 54.7 87.9 81.8 80.9 81.1
zg
Inclusive 20.7 15.6 18.5 18.0 22.3 19.5 18.1
ndf = 4
Bottom 6.4 6.0 5.8 5.2 7.3 5.7 4.8
Light 20.7 14.8 18.9 18.8 20.8 20.7 20.7
Gluon 10.4 6.1 8.6 9.8 10.5 10.4 10.4
∆Rg
Inclusive 29.3 24.8 26.1 23.7 48.2 23.2 44.7
ndf = 10
Bottom 18.4 18.6 15.8 9.1 60.1 8.6 55.4
Light 29.3 18.5 23.5 18.4 33.6 27.2 32.7
Gluon 8.6 4.7 7.6 9.0 8.6 8.6 8.3
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(Fig. 22, right). These bottom-quark jets stem mostly from top quark decays where the PYTHIA 8
prediction incorporates ME corrections, describing the jet substructure at LO accuracy in the
hard emission limit, while also being at least LL accurate elsewhere. The modeling uncertain-
ties are estimated by the POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 variations described in Section 5, as well as by
a comparison to the results obtained with the rope hadronization model. This extraction of
αS(mZ) is currently limited by the FSR scale uncertainties of +0.014−0.012. Other relevant model un-
certainties stem from the b fragmentation (+0.003−0.006) and the alternative rope hadronization model
(+0.002). Taking into account all uncertainties, a value of αS(mZ) = 0.115+0.015−0.013 is obtained from
the b jet sample. An extraction using charged+neutral particles leads to an identical result even
though with a slightly larger experimental uncertainty of ±0.002.
The default POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 samples were generated without CMW rescaling and with
first-order running of αS. In this case, a value of αS(mZ) = 0.130+0.016−0.020 is extracted from the b
jet sample. This value is in between those of the POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 nominal sample with
αFSRS (mZ) = 0.1365 and the “FSR down” sample which has an effective α
FSR
S (mZ) = 0.1224 for
final-state radiation. A lower value of αFSRS (mZ) also improves the data-to-simulation agrement
for charged multiplicity and jet eccentricity although some discrepancy remains.
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Figure 22: Scans of χ2 as a function of αFSRS (mZ), derived from the bottom-quark jet sample,
for the minimally-correlated observables λ00 (N), ε, zg, and ∆Rg (left), and for ∆Rg alone with
uncertainties indicated by the shaded areas (right).
10 Summary
A measurement of jet substructure observables in resolved tt lepton+jets events from pp colli-
sions at
√
s = 13 TeV has been presented, including several variables relevant for quark-gluon
discrimination and for heavy Lorentz-boosted object identification. The investigated observ-
ables provide valuable insights on the perturbative and nonperturbative phases of jet evolu-
tion. Their unfolded distributions have been derived for inclusive jets, as well as for samples
enriched in jets originating from bottom quarks, light quarks, or gluons.
Data are compared to theoretical predictions either based on next-to-leading-order (NLO) matrix-
element calculations (POWHEG) interfaced with different generators for the parton shower and
hadronization (either PYTHIA 8 or HERWIG 7), or based on SHERPA 2 with NLO corrections, as
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well as on the DIRE 2 shower model. The correlations between all jet substructure variables
have been studied. Eliminating observables with a high level of correlation, a set of four vari-
ables is identified and used for quantifying the level of data-simulation agreement. With the
default Monte Carlo (MC) generator tunes, none of the predictions yields a good overall repro-
duction of the experimental distributions. Thus, some further tuning of the models is required,
with special attention to the data/MC disagreement observed in the particle multiplicity λ00
and correlated observables, including those designed for quark/gluon discrimination. The
groomed momentum fraction zg is directly sensitive to the parton-shower splitting functions,
thereby providing a useful handle to improve their modeling in the MC generators.
The angle between the groomed subjets, ∆Rg, is an experimentally powerful observable for
extracting the value of the strong coupling in final-state parton radiation (FSR) processes. A
value of αS(mZ) = 0.115+0.015−0.013, including experimental as well as model uncertainties, has been
extracted at leading-order plus leading-log accuracy, where the precision is limited by the FSR
scale uncertainty of the PYTHIA 8 prediction. The data will allow for a precise determination
of αS(mZ) once predictions for top quark decays with multiple emissions at higher order com-
bined with parton showers (ideally at approximate next-leading-log accuracy) are available.
Besides tuning and improving final-state parton showers, the present data also provide useful
tests for improved quantum chromodynamics analytical calculations, including higher-order
fixed and logarithmic corrections, for infrared- and/or collinear-safe observables.
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